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Optimizing the economics of mature fie
If you were familiar with Key Energy Services
10 years ago and not since, you might not
recognize the company today. Not only has it
achieved a dramatic financial turnaround, but it
also has transformed itself into a major player in
the global oil-and-gas service business.

The
turnaround
of Key Energy
Services

“When Dick Alario became
our chief executive officer in
2004, everything changed,” said
Wilson. “We decided to become
one company with one culture,
one brand and one name.”
More than that, the company

“Today’s Key Energy Services is

initiated inside-out programs

the product of a consolidation

for consistency in:

effort that started in the

•S
 afety performance

1990s. Key made more than

•S
 ervice quality

100 acquisitions of small and

•B
 randing

medium-sized service companies

•E
 quipment standardization

and thereby became the leader

and upgrades

in the U.S. well-service market,”
said Executive Vice President

“We insisted on a consistent,

and Chief Operating Officer

high level of performance,”

Trey Wilson.

said Wilson. “In our business,

The growth was dramatic but,
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that means operational

for years, many of these 100-plus

excellence and, within

companies maintained their own

that, safe operations

identities. Cultures and operating

and consistent service

practices differed from company

quality. We wanted our

to company and area to area.

customers in California,

Many customers didn’t really

for example, to know

know who Key was.

what to expect in
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re fields worldwide
Ri g s e rv i c e s

Lafayette, Louisiana, or Casper,

that we know how to provide,”

Wyoming, as well. And that’s

said Wilson.

basically a piece of equipment in

“Our initial focus was in

good operating condition, a well-

Mexico beginning in 2007,” he

trained crew, efficiency and safety.”

continued. “Today, we’ve become

Of course that’s easier said

a major service provider working

than done. Achieving these

for Pemex and other companies

goals meant working very hard:

there, and our Mexican operation

investing in new equipment,

is a large and important part of

training people to operate

our business.”

consistently and safely in every

These days, Key is working

situation and location, and

in Colombia, Russia, Canada,

creating a single corporate

Bahrain and Oman as well. “Our

culture that everyone within Key

international business is now

understood and supported.

growing at a rate that is creating
real momentum,” he continues.

Expanding rapidly into global
oil-and-gas well services

“Our business in Mexico was up

Following closely on the heels

year we expect our international

of those initiatives was a

business to grow, on a

commitment to expand globally.

percentage basis, more than our

“A significant component of

domestic business.”

significantly in 2012, and this

our business model is focused

Currently, international

on providing services to large,

operations account for about 20

multinational and national oil

percent of Key’s revenue, and

companies that operate globally

the company is shooting for 30

and whose wells require service

to 35 percent. “If you take our

220

worldwide

already deployed

locations
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intelligent rigs

F lu i d - m a n ag e m e n t
s e rv i c e s

Fluid transportation
Fluid disposal
Storage-tank rental
Total field-fluid-logistics
management
Fresh and brine
water supplies
C o i l e d -t u b i n g
s e rv i c e s

Wellbore cleanout
Multistage frac-plug milling
Plug setting and retrieval
Logging- and perforatingtool deployment
Remedial repair and
maintenance
Fi s h i n g a n d
re n ta l s e rv i c e s

Ke y, by the numbers

168

Heavy workover
Horizontal well completions
Recompletions
Specialty drilling
Repair and maintenance
Plugging and
abandonment

860+
rigs
worldwide

Drill-pipe and tubing rental
Pressure and flowcontrol equipment rental
Edge frac stacks
and well testing
Pipe and downholetool retrieval
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Argentinian revenues (before we
sold that business in 2012) and
add them to our 2012 totals, we’re
already at 25 to 30 percent. So, in
a couple of years, we believe we
will be there,” Wilson noted.

Bringing top talent to the table
Key is unusual in its commitment
to keeping a professional
recruiting staff at its Houston
headquarters and regional
offices. “We’re very systematic
in our recruiting efforts. We
use social networks, we recruit
heavily from the military, and we
share information about recruits
internally,” said Senior Vice
President of Administration and
Chief People Officer Kim Clarke.
Many Key executives and
managers have joined the
company within the past 10
years, bringing up-to-date ideas
and a great deal of enthusiasm.
“A search firm called me in
2009, and I made the decision
I n t e g r at e d s o lu ti o n s

Key addresses its customers’ production challenges
with custom workflows that integrate its geoscience and
engineering expertise with technologies and productivity
enhancements.
These solutions are deployed as single or multiple services
performed in a well-defined, joint strategy between Key and
its customer.
Fully integrated projects require deep interaction and
collaboration:

Capacho, senior vice president
for international operations,
global business development and
technology.
“It was one of the best decisions
I’ve ever made,” Capacho
continued. “I’m excited about the
future of this company. We’re
investing in the right things,
and we’re bringing in highly
experienced talent. We’re bringing

•S
 ubsurface and reservoir-engineering studies

together our technology, equipment

•W
 orkover and well-services design and execution

and resources in a more strategic

•E
 valuation, monitoring and control of productivity results
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to come to Key,” said Guillermo

manner, and the fit is good.”

Key Energy Services, inc.
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Training makes good
employees great

supply chain, legal and finance.

“We do a tremendous amount of

to 12 folks at a time who go

sure that everyone thoroughly

internal and external training for

through the program together,”

understands the company’s

employees at both the managerial

explained Clarke. “They spend

culture: its brand, mission,

and competency (skill) levels,”

their last 20 weeks at the district

values and strategy. “We call it

said Clarke. “One example is our

level, learning how to manage

‘The Key Way,’ and it represents

management associate program,

a service facility. In addition to

all that we’ve done with the

which teaches our business to

extensive training in advanced

company in recent years to build

potential management personnel.

management skills throughout

a single, unifying culture of high

With this program, we’re gearing

the two-year program, they spend

standards and the behavior to

up to support our customers in

96 hours in classroom training,

achieve them,” she said.

the future as well as today.”

learning skills in communication,

The extensive, 24-month

“We identify groups of 10

such as communication and
leadership. And Clarke makes

“Our training programs attract

leadership, change management,

good people to Key,” Clarke

program offers training in

policy, compliance and managing

remarked. “We also offer an

health, safety and environmental

employee performance. It’s all

environment that’s people-friendly

responsibility; operations;

very intense. At the end of the

and safety driven, and young

technology; manufacturing;

program, we slot them into a

people in particular are looking

business development and all the

career opportunity.”

for that.” In fact, the median age

departments within functional
support, such as human resources,

Internal managers also
receive training in essentials

of Key employees is a solid decade
lower than the industry average.

“I feel very fortunate to
be working at Key—
and I wouldn’t trade it for
anything.”

—Brooks Kelm

Key Energy Services, inc.
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The Le an Rig
The Lean Rig package
is designed to improve
rig-up efficiency and
safety, with a hydraulic
walkway, hydraulic
work floor, adjustable
operator platform, basebeam guying, and the
KeyView® System with an
optional rig-mounted BOP
accumulator system.
• Class 4-550 Series
workover rig
• 400 to 500 HP;
275,000-lb. derrick
• 104- or 116-foot derrick
• Adjustable work floor,
up to 18 feet high
The hydraulically
activated walkway permits
faster, safer rig-up. The
hydraulic rig floor allows
adjustments up to 18 feet
in height for greater safety
and to accommodate
taller BOP stacks. Basebeam guying facilitates
consistent rig-up of guy
wires, eliminates ground
penetration and the
need for two-year anchor
testing, and results in
a smaller footprint.
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Groundbreaking
KeyView®
technology
for wellservice rigs

using the KeyView® data to

“One of the KeyView® system

analyze workflows with a goal

benefits is the ability to acquire

of greater efficiency. This adds

data across a large scope of work,

real value to Key’s services,”

allowing us and our customers

Skelly said.

to benchmark rigs, crews, fields

In addition to the KeyView

®

“With this information, we can

hydraulic work floors and

calculate how long an average

catwalks, minimizing the danger

job should take, which allows us

“The standard well-service

of lifting, pinching and crushing

to be more efficient in planning

rig is one of the most mature

injuries to those working onsite.

workflows, rigs and people.”

technologies in the oil patch—very

“These allow hands-free operation

similar to what it was 30 years

for pipe handling,” he noted. “And

include monitoring hook load,

ago. But Key’s new-generation rigs

our SmartTong rod connection

engine RPM, block position, block

are greatly advanced,” said Senior

system closely monitors makeup,

velocity, hydraulic pressure

Vice President of Rig Services

torque and breakout for quality-

and H2S alarms. The data is

Jeff Skelly.

control purposes, eliminating the

not only based on operational

need for ‘carding’—and extending

parameters, but also on rig-

the life of the pipe.

operator activities, such as

The biggest reason for that
difference is the KeyView®
System of advanced sensors and

®

“Our rigs operate with OEM-

KeyView ® process capabilities

circulating, third-party services,

processors that is installed on all

certified blowout preventers.

rig up/down, pull out/run in the

new-built Key rigs and is being

In fact, Key does not use any

hole, and crew break. Particular

retrofitted to the existing fleet.

nonstandard equipment,”

The intelligent system analyzes

Skelly noted. “Furthermore, our

the functions of the rig to improve

crews are trained and certified

operating efficiency and reduce

competent in well control by a

nonproductive time. It also takes

third-party, global well-control

control of the rig if it senses

company.”

unsafe conditions, essentially
For example, the crown-out/floor-

KeyView® data yields intelligence
for wellsite interventions

out feature prevents the traveling

The KeyView® satellite-based

block from hitting the crown or

data-collection system offers

floor accidentally. The system

global access and connectivity to

literally puts on the brakes.

rig data at all times.

eliminating possible human error.

8

and types of work,” he continued.

System, new rigs feature

Customers, as well as Key ‘s

“We’ve been developing the

engineering-support team, can

technology for about six years

track all the data from each rig

now, and we’re operating the

in real time from any computing

third version, KeyView 3, now,”

device, including PDAs. “We

said Skelly. “It’s also expandable

also work with our customers’

to take on additional sensors and

continuous-improvement teams,

devices.

The Ke y V ie w ®
System
This proprietary technology
produces sensor-verified data
to enhance operational IQ.
A patented system that monitors,
controls and records job activity:
• Reducing safety incidents
by as much as 56 percent
• Improving job quality by
as much as 63 percent
• Improving efficiency by as
much as 50 percent
A growing database of more
than 50,000 jobs permits
historical and peer comparison.

Key Energy Services, inc.
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W e l l- s e rv i c e
le ader

can benchmark and monitor

trigger alarms, enabling rig

Comprehensive service

all vendors—not just Key,”

operators to respond quickly

Global footprint

and appropriately. Alarms

Employer of choice

conditions or activities may
initiate safety interventions or

and conditions can be texted
or emailed automatically to
concerned parties via their
PDAs. In addition, the data is

fleet performance across
Skelly noted.

The largest land-based
well-service fleet

Optimal technology
Innovation
Operational excellence

Key is the leader in U.S. landbased well services and

time stamped and transmitted

workovers. The fleet includes

via satellite to a server. This

mobile, self-propelled rigs from

permits both remote observation

third-party service rigs that

100 to 1,100 horsepower and

of rig conditions and later

allows Key’s customers to

offers services that range from

access to data for reporting,

monitor the efficiency of other

swabbing to grassroots drilling

analysis and the evaluation of

service companies beyond

of wells.

rig performance.

Key. “When our customers

Key even offers a KeyView ®
Lite technology option for

Key operates in every active

have similar technology on

hydrocarbon basin of the United

all of their service rigs, they

States, as well as in six other

The KeyView® system uses
computer intelligence to improve
operating efficiency and reduce
nonproductive time.
Key Energy Services, inc.
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K e y V i e w ® sys t e m
m o n ito rs m u lti p l e
pa r a m e t e rs

countries. “Much of what we do

“The common theme with

in the industry is ‘cookie-cutter’

international oil companies and

or repetitive work,” said Capacho.

national oil companies overseas is

These are the major ones:

“So the obvious next step is to

that they want safe, fast, efficient,

Engine-oil pressure

take a ‘franchise approach’ to

reliable operations,” said Capacho.

Engine RPM

our business, using all of that

“That’s why our ‘franchise’

knowledge to lead our global

approach works so well: Our

expansion. We know this work

customers understand that they’re

better than anyone else.”

getting new-generation rigs as

Engine throttle solenoid
Block position
Clutch solenoid
Clutch air pressure
Brake-air controller
Hook load

In addition, Key maintains

standard equipment—and with very

a staff of dedicated reservoir,

strong technical support. This is not

geological and geophysical

a commodity business anymore.”

professionals, who take on
manage project teams or consult

From 30,000 to 75,000 barrels
per day in just one basin

Tong pressure

with operators on long- or short-

Key’s recent and continuing

H2S sensors

term assignments globally.

success in Mexico’s Chicontepec

Weight (left and right)

specific projects in the field,

Hydraulic work floors and catwalks
minimize the danger of lifting, pinching and
crushing injuries to those working onsite.
10
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“The obvious next step is to take a ‘franchise
approach’ to our business, using all of that knowledge
to lead our global expansion. We know this work
better than anyone else.”

Johnson notes that the
rules for quality control are
exceptionally strict in deepwater
operations. “Our customers’ rigs
and marine equipment are very
expensive. So our people and
equipment have to be the best of

(ATG) basin demonstrates how

further improve the productivity,

the best, too. That’s why we build

Key’s combination of formation

bringing a lot of value to Pemex,”

our downhole tools exactly to our

evaluation and production-

said Capacho. Key has 42 rigs

customers’ requirements. But we

enhancement engineering can

working the field—compared with

offer more than great equipment.

produce dramatic results.

three when it began operations in

Our customers choose us for our

Mexico in 2007.

experience, our expertise, and

“The basin is geologically
challenging, with isolated

our excellent communication

pockets throughout the reservoir.

Deepwater Gulf of Mexico

So maintaining production

Key’s fishing and downhole-

is tough,” noted Capacho.

recovery operations in the Gulf

Making the most of mature fields

“Pemex has been improving its

of Mexico are acknowledged as

“Our global geographic success

understanding of the reservoir,

some of the best in the business,

proves that our approach works

and we have been supporting

according to Dwayne Johnson,

well anywhere in the world,”

them in that process. Now the

Key’s vice president for offshore

Capacho concludes. “So we

results are coming in, and they

fishing-tools operations.

believe that our growth will

practices.”

“Key is a leader in oilfield

continue, both domestically

see a straight correlation from

fishing operations offshore,” he

and internationally, as more

the well interventions we’ve

said. “We are involved in well

and more production managers

undertaken in the field to

planning early in the process—so

and asset managers recognize

the production enhancements

we can predict what equipment

that Key is a very strong,

they’re enjoying.”

our customers might need

reliable technical partner for

tomorrow. If something goes

optimizing the economics of

basin was producing about

wrong, we’re right there with

their mature fields.

30,000 barrels a day. Today, it’s

the solution so they can get back

“We know how to do it,

pumping out 75,000 barrels a

to their business of finding and

we’re doing it worldwide, and

day and rising. “We expect to

producing oil and gas.”

we can prove it.”

are very impressive. We can

Just three years ago, the
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Performance is Key

Get the most from your wells with
Key’s Coiled Tubing Services.
Key offers comprehensive Coiled Tubing Services to help maintain
efficiency in your downhole operations. Key’s fleet of Coiled Tubing
units is among the largest and youngest in the industry.
With Key’s Coiled Tubing Services, you can save time and
money on a number of activities, including:
• Jet Cut Perforating
• Nitrogen Jetting
• Fracturing
• Fluid Placement

• Well Cleanout
• Milling and Drilling
• Fishing and Rental
• Stiff Wireline/E-coil

Contact your area Key Energy Services representative
or call 713-651-4300.

Scan the code to learn more
about Coiled Tubing Services
or visit keyenergy.com
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